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Abstract

Image morphing has been extensively studied in computer graphics and it can be summarized as follows: given two

input images, morphing algorithms produce a sequence of inbetween images which transforms the source image into the

target image in a visually pleasant way. In this paper, we propose an algorithm, based on recent advances from texture-

from-sample ideas, which synthesizes a metamorphosis sequence targeted specifically for textures. We use the idea of

binary masks—or texton masks—to control and drive the morphing sequence. Our solution provides an automatic

mapping from source texels into target texels and thus guarantees a coherent and visually smoothing transition from the

source texture into the target texture. We compare our morphing results with prior work and with simple interpolation

between corresponding pixels in the same source and target images.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The transformation of one source image into a target

image is a technique generally referred to in computer

graphics as two dimensional morphing, or just morph-

ing. Since the introduction of the first morphing

algorithm in the 1992 black and white video [1], the

power of this technique is being extensively explored in

the entertainment industry (movies, games and televi-

sion). One of the main issues related with these

morphing techniques is the control of results. In order

to achieve a visually smooth transition (for instance,

when morphing two faces, an eye in the source image

should map also to an eye in the target image) most

techniques make use of user-defined features which will

control the morphing process and guarantee a pleasant

result. In this paper, we address the morphing of
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textures, which are not amenable for control by

features, since there are no relevant features to start

with. For example, consider the two textures shown in

Fig. 1. Intuitively, one might expect that each

structure in the texture on the left should morph into a

structure in the texture on the right. It is also

obvious that a simple interpolation from source pixels

into target pixels will not, in general, result in a good

visual result, in the sense that the structures are not

preserved.

It is relevant here to explain how images in general

differ from textures. As presented in [2], for an image,

different regions defined through a moving square are

perceived to be different, while for textures they are

perceived to be similar.

A general solution to the morphing problem for any

two arbitrary input textures is very hard. In [3] Liu and

colleagues presented a solution to this problem. Their

solution synthesizes smooth morph sequences, however

the user must specify a correspondence between a

pattern in the source image and a pattern in the target
d.
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image. We explore in this paper an alternative

approach without user intervention. Our main idea is

to use texton masks to control the transition of the

source texture into the target. The texton masks can be

automatically computed from the original textures and

help identify elements in both textures. These elements,

once identified, can be made to morph into one another.

This idea explores recent advances in image-based

texture synthesis, particularly the synthesis of progres-

sively variant textures (PVTs) [4] in the context of

morphing textures. At the same time, since our solution

is based on texture from sample ideas, the output

resolution of the inbetween images can be arbitrarily

established. In Fig. 2 we illustrate a result from our

algorithm.
Fig. 1. Two example textures.

Fig. 2. Example of morphing sequence result. Image resolution ¼ 1

texture. For meaning of parameters see Section 3.
2. Related work

Our work combines research from image morphing

and texture synthesis from samples. Therefore, we

present the relevant work in both areas.

2.1. Texture synthesis

Texture synthesis is an old research subject in both

image processing and computer graphics fields, with

research going back as far as the late seventies [5]. The

many different models and approaches have always tried

to generate textures either to validate texture models

(mostly in image processing tasks) or simply to use the

result in some application. The idea of using a sample as

input information to create the result has always been

present (see for instance [5–8]). Until recently, despite

progress, such techniques were either too slow to be of

practical use or the results were not general enough to be

useful [9–11].

The work of Efros and Leung presented in 1999 [12]

introduced a new simple way of looking at this problem

by ‘‘growing’’ a texture one pixel at a time from an

initial seed. The color of a given pixel is determined by

scanning over square patches of the sample texture that

are similar to the patch on the texture being generated.

A random patch in the sample is selected among the few

satisfying the similarity criterion. The similarity is

measured with a L2 norm (sum of squared differences)
00� 100. NðpSÞ ¼ 11; NðpT Þ ¼ 17. Random blocks as initial
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weighted by a Gaussian kernel. The original Efros and

Leung’s algorithm is slow and recent extensions have

improved its performance, particularly the work of Wei

and Levoy [2]. They have used a raster scan ordering to

transform noise pixels into the result texture and have

also improved the performance of the algorithm by

using a multi-scale framework and vector quantization.

Their approach also minimizes the L2 norm in RGB

space but without any weighting. Efros and Freeman

introduced yet another way of synthesizing image-based

textures by stitching together random blocks of the

sample and modifying them in a consistent way [13].

They call the technique ‘‘image quilting’’. The idea

improves dramatically on the one-pixel-at-a-time ap-

proach since it builds the texture at a much coarser scale

while being able to keep high frequencies of the sample.

The same idea of using patches from the sample to

synthesize the result was explored by Liang et al. [14]. In

this work, they were able to achieve real-time generation

of large textures using special data structures and

optimization techniques.

More recently, Zhang and colleagues introduced an

image-based texture synthesis method for rendering of

progressively variant textures (PVTs) [4]. Although

not formally defined in the paper, the concept of PVT

is an important one for texture synthesis, since it

captures the class of textures where the texture elements

vary in a progressive fashion, typical examples being

mammalian fur patterns (e.g., leopard skin, Fig. 3(a)).

From an homogeneous texture sample they were able to

synthesize a PVT. One main idea in their work, explored

in our approach, was the notion of texton masks. A

texton mask is a binary image marking prominent

features or texture elements in the texture. In their

synthesis algorithm, the texton masks prevent the

disintegration of texture elements during synthesis. In

Fig. 3 we illustrate a texton mask for a leopard skin

texture.

2.2. Image morphing

Image morphing techniques were introduced in the

movie Willow [15] and in the black and white video [1]
Fig. 3. Example of leopard texture and corresponding texton

mask, (a) Texture; (b) Mask.
and have become a very popular technique for special

effects. The main idea is to compute, given a source and

a target image, a sequence of images such that the user

has the feeling that somehow the source image

transformed (or it was morphed) smoothly into the

target image. For images in general the problem can be

broken down into three steps [16,17]: feature specifica-

tion, warp generation, and transition control. Feature

specification is used to compute a mapping function that

defines the spatial relationship between the points in the

source and target images; warp generation is concerned

with how the feature specification is used to derive

changes for the whole image; transition control specifies

the rate of warping and color blending across the morph

sequence. Many advances have been made since the

introduction of the first morphing techniques, particu-

larly for computing the warp functions. The main

approaches are mesh warping [15], field morphing [1],

radial basis functions [18], thin plate splines [19], energy

minimization [20], and multilevel freeform deformations

[21].

Texture morphing can be viewed as a particular case

of image morphing. There is not much work targeted

specifically for this task. In [22], a solution is presented

for a related case where the images contain a single

pattern element and the morphing sequence maintains

the pattern coherence throughout the transformation

(for example, a baby deer morphing into an adult deer).

The closest approach to ours is the work of Liu et al. [3].

They presented a solution for morphing a source texture

into a target texture with the user defining how a pattern

from the source texture maps to a pattern into the target

texture. A pattern is defined as a ‘‘. . . semantic unit that

composes a group of feature points’’ [3]. Their solution

suffers from a common drawback common to all

feature-based transformations, which is the specification

of features. For textures in general there are no relevant

features that could be used for controlling the transition.

This makes the problem more interesting. Simple

interpolation will not, in general, map textons from

the source image into textons of the target image. We

use the definition of texton as a prominent group of

pixels in the texture, as presented in [4]. We illustrate in
Fig. 4. The idea of textons.
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Fig. 4 what we mean by textons. Our approach

computes a texton mask for the source and target

images and uses this mask to control the interpolation,

as presented in the next section.
3. Our solution

The main idea behind our solution is the use of texton

masks to control the morphing process. Basically, we

want to guarantee that a texton from the source image

will map to a texton in the target image. We augment the

texture synthesis process of Wei and Levoy [2] (here

called the WL algorithm) in two ways: (i) we weigh the

pixels in the candidate square patches of the sample with

a Gaussian kernel (much as Efros and Leung did in [12]);

(ii) we introduce the information from the masks,

inspired on the use of textons from [4]. This imposes a

higher level of control into the synthesis process. Our

algorithm is an extension on the basic algorithm of Wey

and Levoy [2] and therefore, we start this section with a

brief overview of their approach. Fig. 5 illustrates the

general idea.

The algorithm starts with a small texture sample as

input (Fig. 5(a)). This sample will be used to construct a

texture with the same overall visual appeal as the

sample. Even though it is not strictly necessary, the
Fig. 5. Illustration of Wey and Levoy’s synthesis algorithm,

(a) sample being scanned for the best match (b) noise pixels

being transformed into the final texture. The images have been

enlarged to illustrate the algorithm.

Fig. 6. Example of input for our algorithm, (a) Source S; (b)
synthesized texture is usually larger than the sample. In

order to do this an input texture is transformed in a

raster scan ordering one pixel-at-a-time (Fig. 5(b)). The

classic WL algorithm transforms noise pixels into the

texture. Alternatively, instead of using noise pixels as

starting point, we also use a random arrangement of

blocks from the input sample. For some textures this

solution provides a better starting point for synthesis

than white noise. Starting with the pixel at the upper

leftmost corner, the algorithm searches on the sample

for the best match measured with a L2 norm in RGB

space. The search uses a user-defined neighborhood size.

The sample is searched using continuous boundary

conditions (toroidal).

Now, we present our solution. Our problem can

be stated as: given an input source texture S, a

corresponding input texton mask MS for S, an input

target texture T, and a corresponding input texton

mask MT for T, compute m textures Om which will be

called the morph sequence. In general, S, T, and Om do

not necessarily have the same resolution. For each

texture Om being computed, we build a corres-

ponding mask Mm which is a weighted combination

from masks MS and MT . The weight is linearly

proportional to the distance from the source. This

mask is responsible for maintaining the coherence

between frames and therefore, for the whole morphing

sequence. In Fig. 6 we illustrate a possible input for our

algorithm and in Fig. 7 we illustrate two of the

intermediate masks.
3.1. Computing the texton masks

The computation of the texton masks is user-driven,

as presented in [4]. The user picks a foreground and

background color for each of the input textures S and T.

These colors are used for building the texton masks as

follows: a pixel in the mask will be 0 if closer to the

background color or 1 if closer to the foreground color.

The distance is measured in RGB space allowing a user-

specified tolerance. Although this algorithm is very

simple, the computed masks capture the texton struc-

tures, as we can see in Fig. 6(c, d).
Target T; (c) Mask MS for (a); (d) Mask MT for (b).
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3.2. Synthesis

Once the masks are computed, our synthesis proce-

dure follows the WL algorithm. The algorithm follows a

raster scan ordering, starting in the upper left corner. To

generate the Ok frame, the algorithm requires S, MS, T,

MT , Ok�1 and Mk�1. Exceptionally for the first frame,

Ok�1 and Mk�1 are noise images. Fig. 8 shows a

schematic of our morphing textures algorithm.

Below we summarize our synthesis procedure for a

given intermediate texture Ok:
(1)
 Find best match in MS following the WL algorithm

on mask Mk�1. Call this best match pixel bS.
(2)
 Find best match in MT following the WL algorithm

on mask Mk�1. Call this best match pixel bT .
(3)
 Compute b ¼ wk � bS þ ð1� wkÞ � bT .
(4)
 Update Mk with the b gray value. Note that this

mask Mk will be used in the M ðkþ1Þ synthesis.
(5)
 Find best match in S following the WL algorithm on

texture S, taking into account bS. Call this best

match pixel pS.
(6)
 Find best match in T following the WL algorithm on

texture T, taking into account bT . Call this best

match pixel pT .
Fig. 7. Example of intermediate masks.

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of our textur
(7)
e syn
Compute final best pixel p ¼ wk � pSþ ð1� wkÞ � pT .
(8)
 Return Ok and Mk.
The main departure from the basic WL algorithm is the

use of information from the masks (steps 1, 2, 3) to

decide on the final best match (steps 4, 5, 6). When

searching for the best match in the source and target

textures, this best match will have to be of the same type

as the information b computed in step 3. Intuitively, this

means that the best match will have to satisfy both a

color criterion (norm L2 in RGB space) and a ‘‘mask’’

criterion, that is, the best match must be of the same

type as its mask, expressed by the value b.

Steps 3 and 6 make use of a weight wk for computing

the final best pixel p. This weight captures, for the

morph sequence, how far we are on the morphing

process from the source texture, based on the number m

of desired intermediate textures. For an intermediate

texture Ok; k ¼ 0; . . . ;m wk is computed as follows:

wk ¼ ðm� kÞ=m. When searching for the best match, the

WL algorithm uses a user-specified neighborhood NðpÞ

around the pixel p. For our solution the user will have to

specify two neighborhoods, one for the input texture

NðpSÞ and one for the target texture NðpT Þ.
4. Results

Here, we present some results with our approach. For

the first sequence of results, in Fig. 9, we used the same

source and target textures as presented in [3]. We can see

that our approach achieved a similar result while not

demanding feature specification from the user.

For comparison, we present in Fig. 10 the result of

simple interpolation between corresponding pixels in the

same source and target images from Fig. 9. Even though

it is difficult to assess the differences, we can see that in

our approach, particularly in the fourth, fifth, and sixth

frames, the texton structure is more visible than for the
thesis algorithm with texton masks.
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Fig. 9. Example of morphing sequence result. Test case taken

from [3]. Image resolution ¼ 90� 90. NðpSÞ ¼ 11; NðpT Þ ¼ 15.

Fig. 10. Example of morphing sequence with linear interpola-

tion.

Fig. 11. Another example of m

L. Tonietto, M. Walter / Computers & Graphics 29 (2005) 697–703702
interpolation case, where the textures seem more

blurred.

In Fig. 11 we present a morphing sequence from a

structured texture to a cheetah pattern. We can notice

the gradual transition from the textons in the leftmost

texture to the cheetah spots on the rightmost result.

In general, we can see that our solution generates

visually adequate morphing sequences, similar to the

results presented in [3], although in their case, since the

user controls how the mapping is established, more

elaborated transitions are possible.
5. Conclusions

We presented a morphing technique specifically for

textures. Our solution automatically produces a series of

transition textures between a source and a target

textures. For both source and target textures we

compute a texton mask, and from these masks we

derive the transitions. Since our approach combines

texture morphing with texture synthesis from samples,

we can generate arbitrarily sized morphing sequences, a

feature not presented in [3]. An interesting challenge

would be to enhance our solution using a patch-based

texture synthesis approach, as presented in [23].
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